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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIP! are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2,**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.
.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The semiconductor chip (12) carried in the substrate (11), and the connection terminal for power sources electrically connected with a

power-source pad among the electrode pads (12a) formed in this semiconductor chip (12) (13 31 ), In the semiconductor device possessing two or

more external connection terminals constituted with the connection terminal for glands (14 32) electrically connected with a grand pad, and the

connection terminal for signals (15 33) electrically connected with a signal pad The semiconductor device characterized by arranging the arrangement

side in which this connection terminal for power sources (1 3 31) and this connection terminal for glands (14 32) in this substrate (11) are arranged in

the arrangement side in which this connection terminal for signals (1 5 33) in this substrate (1 1 ) is arranged, and a different field.

[Claim 2] The semiconductor device according to claim 1 characterized by arranging in the tooth back to the field where this connection terminal for

power sources (13) and this connection terminal for glands (14) were carried in this semiconductor chip (12) of this substrate (1 1) while arranging in

the field where this connection terminal for signals (1 5) was carried in this semiconductor chip (1 2) of this substrate (11).

[Claim 3] The semiconductor device according to claim 2 characterized by arranging so that this connection terminal for glands (14 32) may surround

this connection terminal for power sources (13 31).

[Claim 4] The beer formed by penetrating this substrate (1 1) in this connection terminal for power sources (13), and this connection terminal for

glands (1 4) (21, 22, 25, 26), The semiconductor device according to claim 2 or 3 characterized by constituting by the bump (23 27) electrically

connected with this beer (22 26) in the tooth back to the field in which this semiconductor chip (12) of this substrate (1 1) was carried.

[Claim 5] The semiconductor; device according to claim 1 characterized by arranging in the tooth back to the field where this connection terminal for

signals (33) was carried in this semiconductor chip (12) of this substrate (1 1 ) while arranging in the field where this connection terminal for power

sources (31) and this connection terminal for glands (32) were carried in this semiconductor chip (12) of this substrate (12).

[Claim 6] The semiconductor device according to claim 5 characterized by constituting this connection terminal for signals (33) by the bump (39)

electrically connected with this beer (38) in the tooth back to the beer (37 38) formed by penetrating this substrate (11), and the field in which this

semiconductor chip (12) of this substrate (1 1) was carried.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention] *

[0001]

[Industrial Application] This invention relates to the semiconductor device which is applied to a semiconductor device, especially has many external
connection terminals.

[0002] In recent years, improvement in the speed and high integration of a semiconductor device are progressing, and ** pitch-ization of external
connection terminals (a lead, pin, etc.) is called for by the miniaturization of the package accompanying this. Moreover, in addition to the above-
mentioned miniaturization, the semiconductor device is expected improvement in an electrical property strongly
[0003]

[Description of the Prior Art] Drawing A is an external view showing an example of the conventional semiconductor device 1, and drawing B is a
sectional view of a semiconductor device 1. At the example shown in this drawing, it is QFP (Quad Flat Package). The semiconductor device 1 of the
package structure of a type is shown,

[0004] As shown in each drawing, if the profile of the semiconductor device 1 is carried out, it is constituted by the semiconductor chip 2. the lead 3,
and the resin package 4 grade. The semiconductor chip 2 is carried in the upper part of a stage 5, and electrode pad 2a and inner lead section 3a of
lead 3 which were formed in the upper part of this semiconductor chip 2 are connected by the wire 6.

[0005] While a large number arrangement of the lead 3 is carried out so that a semiconductor chip 2 may be surrounded, and the inner lead section 3a
is connected with a semiconductor chip 2 through a wire 6 as mentioned above, outer lead section 3b extends to the exterior of the resin package 4,
and forms an external connection terminal. This outer lead section 3b is fabricated in the shape of a gull wing, in order to carry out the surface mount
of the semiconductor device 1

.
Moreover, the resin package 4 is carrying out the resin seal of the above-mentioned semiconductor chip 2, inner lead

section 3a, and the wire 6 grade to the interior, and these components are protected by the resin package 4.

[0006] As described above, the densification of a semiconductor chip 2 is progressing in recent years, and the number of electrode pad 2a formed in a
semiconductor chip 2 is also increasing (200 or more pads). Moreover, since lead 3 is what is arranged corresponding to the number of electrode pad
2a, when the number of electrode pad 2a increases, it is in the inclination for the number of leads 3 to also increase.
[0007] On the other hand, electrode pad 2a is roughly classified into three kinds on electrical characteristics. They are three kinds of pads (it is called
a grand pad) for performing the pad (it being called a power-source pad) for specifically supplying the pad (it being called the signal pad) and power
source which deliver and receive a signal, and touch-down. Therefore, the classification with the same said of the lead 3 connected to electrode pad
2a can be performed (it is called a signal lead, a power lead, and a grand lead).

[0008] With the semiconductor device 1 of a configuration, it considered as the configuration which each lead 3 of this signal lead, a power lead, and a
grand lead is turned [ configuration ] to the method of outside [ side face / of the resin package 4 / periphery 4 ], and makes it extend altogether
irrespective of that class conventionally.

[0009]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, with the semiconductor device of a configuration, each lead of a signal lead, a power lead, and a
grand lead was conventionally considered as the configuration made to extend towards the method of outside [ side face / of a resin package /
periphery 4 ] altogether irrespective of the class as mentioned above. For this reason, the part in which a signal lead adjoins a power lead and is

arranged will arise inevitably.

[0010] Thus, in the part to which the signal lead adjoined the power lead, the noise of a power source will interfere in a signal lead, it becomes
impossible for transfer of a signal to carry out proper, and the dependability of a semiconductor device will fall.

[001 1] If the densification of a semiconductor chip progresses and the number of leads increases especially, since the magnitude of a resin package is

not enlargeable from the miniaturization demand of a semiconductor device, each pitch between leads is formed into a ** pitch. For this reason, the
effect of the power-source noise to the above-mentioned signal lead will pose a serious problem, if the number of leads increases.
[0012] Therefore, the area of a power lead and a grand lead wants for a power lead and a grand lead to have the desirable one where the electric
resistance is smaller, and to enlarge [ one ] them if possible on the other hand, however, in a semiconductor device with many [ as mentioned above ]
leads, while attaining ** pitch-ization of each pitch between leads, width of face of lead confidence is not narrowed, either— take — there is nothing.
Therefore, area of a power lead and a grand lead could not be enlarged, but there was a trouble that the electrical characteristics of a power lead and
a grand lead could not be raised.

[0013] This invention is made in view of the above-mentioned point, and it aims at offering the semiconductor device which can aim at improvement in
the electrical property of a semiconductor device, and dependability.

[0014]

[Means for Solving the Problem] The above-mentioned technical problem is solvable with ** 1 which provides each following means.
[0015] The semiconductor chip by which substrate loading was carried out in invention of claim 1, and the connection terminal for power sources
electrically connected with a power-source pad among the electrode pads formed in this semiconductor chip, In the semiconductor device possessing
two or more external connection terminals constituted with the connection terminal for glands electrically connected with a grand pad, and the
connection terminal for signals electrically connected with a signal pad It is characterized by arranging the arrangement side in which the connection
terminal for power sources and the connection terminal for glands in the above-mentioned substrate are arranged in the arrangement side in which
the connection terminal for signals in the above-mentioned substrate is arranged, and a different field.

[001 6] Moreover, in invention of claim 2, while arranging in the field where the above-mentioned connection terminal for signals was carried in the
semiconductor chip of a substrate, it is characterized by arranging in the tooth back to the field where the above-mentioned connection terminal for
power sources and the connection terminal for glands were carried in the semiconductor chip of a substrate.
[0017] Moreover, in invention of claim 3, it is characterized by arranging so that the above-mentioned connection terminal for glands may surround the
connection terminal for power sources.

[0018] Moreover, it is characterized by constituting the above-mentioned connection terminal for glands, and the connection terminal for power
sources from invention of claim 4 by the beer formed by penetrating a substrate, and the bump electrically connected with the above-mentioned beer
in the tooth back to the field in which the semiconductor chip of a substrate was carried.

[0019] Moreover, in invention of claim 5, while arranging in the field where the above-mentioned connection terminal for power sources and the
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connection terminal for glands were carried in the semiconductor chip of a substrate, it is characterized by arranging in the tooth back to the field

where the above-mentioned connection terminal for signals was carried in the semiconductor chip of a substrate.

[0020] Furthermore, it is characterized by constituting the above-mentioned connection terminal for signals from invention of claim 6 by the beer

formed by penetrating a substrate, and the bump electrically connected with the above-mentioned beer in the tooth back to the field in which the

semiconductor chip of a substrate was carried.

[0021]

[Function] Each above-mentioned means acts as follows.

[0022] The arrangement side of the connection terminal [ in / according to invention of claim 1, the arrangement location of the connection terminal

for power sources and the connection terminal for glands, and the connection terminal for signals is separated, and / a substrate ] for power sources,

and the connection terminal for glands, By having arranged in a different field (location) the arrangement side in which the connection terminal for

signals is arranged, it becomes possible to make the connection terminal for power sources and the connection terminal for glands, and the connection

terminal for signals estrange.

[0023] thus, the connection terminal for power sources and the connection terminal for glands, and the connection terminal for signals — alienation

by being arranged, it can prevent that a noise mixes in the signal with which a power-source noise can reduce the effect affect the connection

terminal for signals, and is delivered and received through the connection terminal for signals.

[0024] Moreover, since the connection terminal for power sources and the connection terminal for glands, and the connection terminal for signals are

arranged in the field where substrates differ, it becomes possible to take a large arrangement area of the connection terminal for power sources, and

the connection terminal for glands especially, and electric resistance of the connection terminal for power sources and the connection terminal for

glands can be reduced. Therefore, the electrical property of a semiconductor device can be raised.

[0025] To moreover, the field as for which a substrate carries out [ the connection terminal for power sources and the connection terminal for glands,

and the connection terminal for signals ] phase opposite according to invention of claim 2 or claim 5 (that is, if the field in which the semiconductor

chip was carried is used as a top face) Since it becomes the configuration arranged in the top face and the tooth back by dissociating, the connection

terminal for power sources and the connection terminal for glands, and the connection terminal for signals can be made to estrange greatly on a

substrate/Therefore, a power-source noise can reduce effectively the effect affect the connection terminal for signals.

[0026] Moreover, according to invention of claim 3, since it becomes the configuration that the connection terminal for power sources was shielded

with the connection terminal for glands, by being arranged so that the connection terminal for glands may surround the connection terminal for power

sources, it can prevent that the power-source noise generated from the connection terminal for power sources has a bad influence on the exterior of

the connection terminal for glands.

[0027] Moreover, according to invention of claim 4 or claim 6, the above-mentioned terminal can be pulled out to the tooth-back side of a substrate

with an easy configuration by having constituted the connection terminal pulled out at the tooth-back side of a substrate by the beer formed by

penetrating a substrate, and the bump electrically connected with this beer.

[0028]

[Example] Next, the example of this invention is explained with a drawing.

[0029] Drawing 1 is the sectional view of the semiconductor device 10 which is the 1st example of this invention, and drawing 2 is the bottom view of

a semiconductor device 10.

[0030] If the profile of the semiconductor device 10 shown in each drawing is carried out, it is constituted by a substrate 11 ,
the semiconductor chip

12, the connection terminal 13 for power sources, the connection terminal 14 for glands, and the lead 15 grade for signals.

[0031] A substrate 11 is a ceramic substrate by which multilayer formation was carried out, and the power plane 16 and the ground plane 17 are

formed in the interior; This power plane 16 and ground plane 17. are the electrode layer formed with the conductive metal (for example, copper).

Moreover; many signal patterns 1 8 are formed in top-face 11 a of a substrate 1 1

.

[0032] Moreover, the semiconductor chip 12 is being fixed to the upper part of a substrate 11, and electrode pad 12a is formed in the top face.

Densification of this semiconductor chip 1 2 is carried out, and, therefore, much electrode pad 1 2a (200 or more [ for example, ]) is arranged.

[0033] This electrode pad 12a is classified into three kinds, a power-source pad, a grand pad, and a signal pad, on that property. A power-source pad

is a pad for carrying out current supply to a semiconductor chip 12, a grand pad is a pad grounded and a signal pad is a pad with which a signal for a

semiconductor chip 1 2 to perform predetermined processing is delivered and received further.

[0034] Two or more above-mentioned electrode pad 12a is connected to the connection terminal 13 for power sources which constitutes an external

connection terminal, the connection terminal 14 for glands, and the lead 15 for signals. A power-source pad is connected with the connection terminal

13 for power sources, a grand pad is connected with the connection terminal 1 4 for glands, and, specifically, a signal pad is connected with the lead 15

for signals.

[0035] Moreover, electrical installation with each electrode pad 12a, the connection terminal 13 for power sources, the connection terminal 14 for

glands, and the lead 1 5 for signals is performed using the wire 1 9. This wire 1 9 is arranged using wirebonding equipment between electrode pad 1 2a

and each connection terminals 13, 14, and 15.

[0036] Furthermore, mold resin 20 is formed in the upper part of the semiconductor chip 1 2 arranged in the upper part of a substrate 1 1
.
In order to

protect a semiconductor chip 12, a wire 19, and the signal pattern 18, this mold resin 20 is formed so that top-face 11a of a substrate 1 1 may be

covered.

[0037] Then, the concrete configuration of the connection terminal 13 for power sources, the connection terminal 14 for glands, and the lead 15 for

signals is explained.

[0038] The connection terminal 13 for power sources is constituted by the beer 21 and 22 for power sources, the bump 23 for power sources, and the

above mentioned power-plane 16 grade. The beer 21 and 22 for power sources is considered as the configuration which filled up with copper powder

the hole formed in the substrate 11, and gave conductivity to it. The beer 21 for power sources located in the upper part has connected the lower

limit with the above mentioned power plane 16 electrically while the upper limit is connected with the power-source pattern 24 formed in top-face 11a

of a substrate 11.

[0039] Moreover, the lower limit is electrically connected by the beer 22 for power sources arranged by the lower part with the bump 23 for power

sources by whom it was formed in tooth-back 11b of a substrate 1 1 while electrical installation of the upper limit was carried out to the power plane

16. This bump 23 for power sources is considered as the configuration which prepared for example, the solder ball in electrode 22a formed in the lower

limit section of the beer 22 for power sources.

[0040] The above-mentioned power-source pattern 24 is connected with the semiconductor chip 12 by the wire 19, and the power-source pad

currently therefore formed in the semiconductor chip 12 with the connection terminal 13 for power sources serves as a configuration pulled out by

tooth-back 11b of a substrate 11. Moreover, although the arrangement location of the beer 21 for power sources located in the upper part will be

arranged in the location corresponding to the location of the power-source pad formed in the semiconductor chip 12, the arrangement location of the

beer 22 for power sources arranged by the lower part can be set as arbitration by forming a power plane 1 6. In this example, an arrangement location

is selected by the abbreviation mid gear of a substrate 11, and the beer 22 for power sources is.

[0041] Moreover, the connection terminal 14 for glands is constituted by the beer 25 and 26 for glands, the bump 27 for glands, and the above

mentioned ground plane 17 grade. The beer 25 and 26 for glands is considered as the configuration which filled up with copper powder the hole formed

in the substrate 1 1 like the above mentioned beer 21 and 22 for power sources, and gave conductivity to it

[0042] The upper limit section of the beer 25 for glands arranged in the upper part is connected with the grand pattern 28 formed in top-face 11a of a
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substrate 1 1, and the lower limit is electrically connected with the ground plane 17. Moreover, the lower limit section is pulled out for the beer 26 for .

glands arranged by the lower part to tooth-back 1 1b of a substrate 1 1 while a predetermined location is electrically connected with a ground plane 17
The bump 27 for glands is arranged in this lower limit section. This bump 27 for glands is considered as the configuration which prepared the solder
ball in electrode 26a formed in the lower limit section of the beer 26 for glands like the above mentioned bump 23 for power sources.
[0043] The above-mentioned grand pattern 28 is connected with the semiconductor chip 12 by the wire 19. and the grand pad currently therefore
formed in the semiconductor chip 12 with the connection terminal 14 for glands serves as a configuration pulled out by tooth-back 1 1b of a substrate
11

.
Moreover, although the arrangement location of the beer 25 for glands located in the upper part will be arranged in the location corresponding to

the location of the grand pad formed in the semiconductor chip 12, the arrangement location of the beer 26 for glands arranged by the lower part can
be set as arbitration by forming a ground plane 17. In this example, as shown in drawing 2 , an arrangement location is selected and the arrangement
location of the beer 26 for glands is so that the beer 22 for power sources may be surrounded.
[0044] Moreover, the lead 15 for signals is formed with lead material, such as for example, 42alloy(s) (iron nickel alloy), and is arranged in the top face-
of a substrate 1 1

.
That is. the lead 1 5 for signals is considered as the configuration arranged in top-face 1 1 a of the substrate 1 1 which is a different

field from tooth-back 1 1b of the substrate 1 1 with which the above mentioned connection terminal 13 for power sources and the above mentioned
connection terminal 14 for glands are pulled out. While this lead 15 for signals is electrically connected with the signal pattern 18 with which that inner
lead part is formed in top-face 1 1a of a substrate 1 1. the outer lead part is considered as the configuration which extended to the method of outside
[ substrate / 1

1 ]. Moreover, the outer lead part of the lead 15 for signals is fabricated in the shape of a gull wing, in order to consider a
semiconductor device 10 as the configuration in which a surface mount is possible.
[0045] In addition, drawing 1 shows the condition of having mounted the semiconductor device 10 in the mounting substrate 29. The pad for power
sources, the pad for glands, and the pad for signals are formed in the top face of the mounting substrate 29, and the above mentioned connection
terminal 13 for power sources, the connection terminal 14 for glands, and the lead 15 for signals are connected with each corresponding
predetermined pad.

[0046] Here, intermediary ****** is carried out at the connection terminal 13 for power sources considered as the above-mentioned configuration
the connection terminal 14 for glands, and the arrangement structure of the lead 15 for signals.
[0047] As described above, the connection terminal 13 for power sources and the connection terminal 14 for glands are considered as the
configuration which penetrated the substrate 1 1 through each beer 21. 22, 25, and 26, and was pulled out by tooth-back 1 1b. On the other hand the
lead 1 5 for signals is arranged in top-face 1 1 a of the substrate 1 1 which are the tooth back where the connection terminal 1 3 for power sources and
the connection terminal 14 for glands were pulled out, and the field which counters.
[0048] Therefore, in the semiconductor device 10 concerning this example, it has the composition that the connection terminal 13 for power sources
and the lead 15 for signals were estranged and arranged in the substrate 1 1. It can prevent that a power-source noise mixes in the signal with which
the power-source noise generated with the connection terminal 13 for power sources influences the lead 15 for signals, and flows the lead 15 for
signals by this (superposition).

[0049] Moreover, in the semiconductor device 10 applied to this example as mentioned above, the connection terminal 13 for power sources is
considered as the configuration surrounded by the connection terminal 14 for glands. Since the connection terminal 14 for glands is grounded it has a
shielding effect. Therefore, since it is the configuration that the connection terminal 13 for power sources was surrounded with the connection
terminal 14 for glands which has a shielding effect, it can prevent that the power-source noise generated with the connection terminal 13 for power
sources is not revealed outside from the arrangement location of the connection terminal 14 for glands, and a power-source noise mixes in the lead
1 5 for signals also by this (superposition).

[0050] Furthermore, only the lead 15 for signals will be arranged in top-face 1 1a of a substrate 1 1 by having separated and arranged the connection
terminal 13 for power sources and the connection terminal 14 for glands, and the lead 15 for signals. Therefore, when the signal pattern 18 formed in
top-face 11a of a substrate 11 and the arrangement tooth space of the lead 15 for signals become large and make large area of the signal pattern 18
and the lead 15 for signals, electric resistance can be reduced and the electrical property of a semiconductor device 10 can be raised Moreover when
area of the signal pattern 1 8 and the lead 1 5 for signals is made to be the same as usual, it becomes possible to attain the miniaturization of a
substrate 1 1 ,

and the miniaturization of a semiconductor device 1 0 can be attained.
[0051] Then, the 2nd example of this invention is explained. Drawing 3 shows the semiconductor device 30 which is the 2nd example of this invention
in addition, in each example which gives sequential explanation after the semiconductor device 30 concerning the 2nd example to be explained fromnow on, and explanation of the 2nd example, it is alike, it sets, the same sign is attached about the same component as the semiconductor device 10
concerning said 1st example carried out. and the explanation is omitted.
[0052] The semiconductor device 30 concerning the 2nd example is characterized by constituting so that the terminal 33 for signals may be pulled out
by tooth-back 1 1b of a substrate 1

1 while it arranges the connection lead 31 for power sources, and the connection lead 32 for glands in top-face 11a
of a substrate 11.

[0053] The connection lead 31 for power sources and the connection lead 32 for glands are formed with lead material, such as for example 42alloy(s)
(iron nickel alloy), and are arranged in the top face of a substrate 1 1. In order that that outer lead part may be considered as the configuration which
extended towards the method of outside [ substrate / 1 1 ] and may make possible the surface mount of this connection lead 31 for power sources
and the connection lead 32 for glands, it is fabricated in the shape of a gull wing.
[0054]

|

Moreover, it connects with the power-source pattern 34 currently formed in top-face 1 1a of a substrate 1 1 electrically, and the connection

rnn«T\
POW6r sources 15 connected with the power-source pad of a semiconductor chip 12 through this power-source pattern 34 and a wire 19

L0055J Moreover, the connection lead 32 for glands is electrically connected with the ground plane 17 through the clan dopa turn 43 and the beer 35
for glands, and this ground plane 17 is connected with the grand pad through the beer 36 for KURANDO, and a wire 19.
[0056] On the other hand, the terminal 33 for signals is constituted by the beer 37 and 38 for signals, the bump 39 for signals and the signal plane 40
and 41 grades. The beer 37 and 38 for signals is considered as the configuration which filled up with copper powder the hole formed in the substrate

'

1 1 , and gave conductivity to it.

[0057] The upper limit section of the beer 37 for signals arranged in the upper part is connected with the signal pattern 42 formed in top-face 1 1a of
a substrate 1 1, and the lower limit is electrically connected with the signal plane 40 or the signal plane 41 (the condition of having connected with the
signal plane 41 is shown by a diagram). Moreover, the lower limit section is pulled out for the beer 38 for signals arranged by the lower part to tooth-
back 1 1b of a substrate 1 1 while the upper limit section is electrically connected with the signal plane 40 or the signal plane 41 The bump 39 for
signals is arranged in this lower limit section. It considers as the configuration whose bump 39 for signals of this also prepared the solder ball in the
electrode formed in the lower limit section of the beer 38 for signals.

[0058] The above-mentioned signal pattern 42 is connected with the semiconductor chip 12 by the wire 19. and the signal pad currently therefore
formed in the semiconductor chip 1 2 with the terminal 33 for signals serves as a configuration pulled out by tooth-back 1 1 b of a substrate 1

1

Moreover, although the arrangement location of the beer 37 for signals located in the upper part will be arranged in the location corresponding to the
location of the signal pad formed in the semiconductor chip 1 2. the arrangement location of the beer 38 for signals arranged by the lower part can be
set as arbitration by forming the signal planes 40 and 41 . Therefore, it faces setting up the arrangement location of the beer 38 for signals with which
transfer of various signals is performed, and this setting processing can be performed easily.

[0059] Since the connection lead 31 for power sources and the connection lead 32 for glands, and the terminal 33 for signals serve as the
configuration which is pulled out by the field where substrates 1 1 differ and is arranged in it also in the semiconductor device 30 concerning the 2ndexample considered as the above-mentioned configuration, it can prevent that a power-source noise mixes to the signal with which the power--source
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noise which generates with the connection lead 31 for power sources influences the terminal 33 for signals, and flows the inside of the terminal 33 for

signals (superposition).

[0060] Moreover, in the semiconductor device 30 concerning the 2nd example, it considers as the configuration in which the ground plane 1 7 was

arranged between the power-source patterns 34 and the arrangement locations of the signal planes 40 and 41 which were formed in top-face 11a of a

substrate 11. Since the ground plane 17 is grounded, it has a shielding effect Therefore, since the power-source pattern 34 and the signal planes 40

and 41 are isolated electromagnetic by the ground plane 17 which has a shielding effect, it can prevent that the power-source noise generated by the

power-source pattern 34 does not mix in the signal planes 40 and 41, and a power-source noise mixes in a signal also by this (superposition).

[0061] Furthermore, by pulling out and arranging the connection lead 31 for power sources and the connection lead 32 for glands, and the terminal 33

for signals in the field where substrates 1 1 differ, a leeway is given in the arrangement location of the connection lead 31 for power sources, and the

connection lead 32 for glands, and the arrangement location of the terminal 33 for signals like the 1st example, it originates in this, and improvement

and a miniaturization of the electrical property of a semiconductor device 30 can be attained.

[0662] Drawing 4 shows the semiconductor device 50 which is the 3rd example of this invention.

[0063] The semiconductor device 10 concerning the 1st above mentioned example showed the example using the bump 23 for power sources, and the

bump 27 for glands as a means for connecting electrically the connection terminal 13 for power sources, and the connection terminal 14 for glands

with the pad formed in the mounting substrate 29. ,

[0064] On tTie other hand, in the semiconductor device 50 concerning the 3rd example, it is characterized by replacing with the bump 23 for power

sources, and the bump 27 for glands, and considering as the configuration which formed the pin 51 for power sources, and the pin 52 for glands. Thus,

especially the configuration that connects electrically the connection terminal 13 for power sources and the connection terminal 14 for glands with

the pad formed in the mounting substrate 29 is not limited to face down structures, such as Bengbu, and can apply various structures. Moreover,

effectiveness, such as mixing prevention of the power-source noise [ as opposed to a signal as the so-called PGA (Pin Grid Array) type structure ]

using the pin 51 for power sources and the pin 52 for glands, improvement in an electrical property, and a miniaturization, can maintain a

semiconductor device 50 like the 1st example and the 2nd example as mentioned above.

[0065] Drawing 5 shows the semiconductor device 50 which is the 4th example of this invention.

[0066] The semiconductor device 30 concerning the 2nd above mentioned example showed the example using the bump 39 for signals as a means for

connecting the terminal 33 for signals with the pad formed in the mounting substrate 29 electrically. On the other hand, in the semiconductor device

60 concerning the 4th example, it is characterized by considering as the configuration which replaced with the bump 39 for signals and formed the pin

61 for signals. Mixing prevention of the power-source noise to a signal, the improvement in an electrical property, a miniaturization, etc. can be

attained like the semiconductor devices 10, 30, and 50 applied to each above mentioned example also with the semiconductor device 60 concerning

the 4th example considered as the above-mentioned configuration.

[0067] Drawing 6 shows the semiconductor device 70 which is the 5th example of this invention, and drawing 7 shows the semiconductor device 80

which is the 6th example of this invention.

[0068] In the semiconductor device 30 applied to the 2nd example in the semiconductor device 10 concerning the 1st above mentioned example, using

the lead of a gull wing configuration as lead 15 for signals, the lead of a gull wing configuration was used as the connection lead 31 for power sources,

and connection lead 32 for glands.

[0069] On the other hand, in the semiconductor device 70 concerning the 5th example, it is characterized by having replaced with the lead 15 for

signals of a gull wing configuration, and establishing the so-called lead 71 for signals of J lead configuration. Moreover, in the semiconductor device 80

concerning the 6th example, it is characterized by having replaced with the connection lead 31 for power sources of a gull wing configuration, and the

connection lead 32 for glands, and establishing the connection lead 81 for power sources of j lead configuration, and the connection lead 82 for

glands.

[0070] Package structure of semiconductor devices 70 and 80 can be made into the package structure similar to QFJ (Quad Flat J-Leaded Package)

structure by making each leads 71, 81, and 82 into J lead configuration as mentioned above. That is, in the semiconductor devices 70 and 80

concerning the 5th and 6th examples, it can consider as the configuration in which leads 71. 81, and 82 do not extend towards the method of outside

[ substrate / 1 1 ]. Therefore, only the part to which leads. 1 5, 31 , and 32 had extended from the substrate 1 1 in the 1 st thru/or the 4th example which

described above the semiconductor devices 70 and 80 concerning the 5th and 6th examples can attain the miniaturization of semiconductor devices

70 and 80. In addition, of course also in the semiconductor devices 70 and 80 concerning the 5th and 6th examples, the effectiveness of the 1st and

2nd above mentioned examples is maintainable.

[0071] Drawing 8 shows the semiconductor device 90 which is the 7th example of this invention, and drawing 9 shows the semiconductor device 100

which is the 8th example of this invention.

[0072] The semiconductor device 90 concerning the 7th example is characterized by arranging a semiconductor chip 12 in tooth-back 11a of a

substrate 1 1 in the semiconductor device 60 concerning the 4th above mentioned example, and is characterized by the semiconductor device 100

concerning the 8th example arranging a semiconductor chip 12 in tooth-back 1 1a of a substrate 1 1 in the semiconductor device 30 concerning the

2nd above mentioned example. In addition, rt is prepared in order for 91,101 to be a cap and to close a semiconductor chip 12 to the exterior in each

drawing.

[0073] In the semiconductor device 90,100 concerning the 7th example and the 8th example, since a large area is securable for top-face 11a of a

substrate 11, by arranging the power-source pattern 92,102 and the grand pattern 93,103 in this top-face 11a, electric resistance of each pattern can

be reduced greatly and the electrical property of a semiconductor device 90,100 can be raised further. In addition, of course also in the semiconductor

device 90,100 concerning the 7th and 8th examples, the effectiveness of the 2nd and 3rd above mentioned examples is maintainable.

[0074]

[Effect of the Invention] According to this invention, the following various effectiveness is done so like ****.

[0075] According to invention of claim 1, when it becomes possible to make the connection terminal for power sources and the connection terminal

for glands, and the connection terminal for signals estrange, it can prevent that a noise mixes in the signal with which a power-source noise can

reduce the effect affect the connection terminal for signals, and is delivered and received through the connection terminal for signals.

[0076] Moreover, it can become possible to take a large arrangement area of the connection terminal for power sources, and the connection terminal

for glands, electric resistance of the connection terminal for power sources and the connection terminal for glands can be reduced, and, therefore, the

electrical property of a semiconductor device can be raised.

[0077] Moreover, according to invention of claim 2 or claim 5, since the connection terminal for power sources and the connection terminal for glands,

and the connection terminal for signals can be made to estrange greatly on a substrate, a power-source noise can reduce effectively the effect affect

the connection terminal for signals.

[0078] Moreover, since the connection terminal for power sources serves as a configuration shielded with the connection terminal for glands

according to invention of claim 3, it can prevent that the power-source noise generated from the connection terminal for power sources has a bad

influence on the exterior of the connection terminal for glands.

[0079] Furthermore, according to invention of claim 4 or claim 6, each above-mentioned terminal can be pulled out to the tooth-back side of a

substrate with an easy configuration by having constituted the connection terminal pulled out at the tooth-back side of a substrate by the beer

formed by penetrating a substrate, and the bump electrically connected with this beer.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NC1PI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the sectional view showing the semiconductor device which is the 1st example of this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is the bottom view showing the semiconductor device which is the 1st example of this invention.

[Drawing 3] It is the sectional view showing the semiconductor device which is the 2nd example of this invention.

[Drawing 4] It is the sectional view showing the semiconductor device which is the 3rd example of this invention.

[Drawing 5] It is the sectional view showing the semiconductor device which is the 4th example of this invention.

[Drawing 6] It is the sectional view showing the semiconductor device which is the 5th example of this invention.

[Drawing 7] It is the sectional view showing the semiconductor device which is the 6th example of this invention.

[Drawing 8] It is the sectional view showing the semiconductor device which is the 7th example of this invention.

[Drawing 9] It is the sectional view showing the semiconductor device which is the 8th example: of this invention.

[Drawing 10] It is the perspective view showing an example of the conventional semiconductor device.

[Drawing 11] It is the sectional view showing an example of the conventional semiconductor device.

[Description of Notations]

10, 30, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 Semiconductor device

11 Substrate

11a Top face

11b Tooth back

12 Semiconductor Chip

13 Connection Terminal for Power Sources

14 Connection Terminal for Glands

15 71 Lead for signals

16 Power Plane

17 Plane for Glands

18 Signal Pattern

20 Mold Resin

31 22 Beer for power sources

23 Bump for Power Sources

24 92,102 Power-source pattern

25 26 Beer for glands

27 Bump for Glands

28 93,103 Grand pattern

29-Mounting Substrate

31 81 Connection lead for power sources

32 82 Connection lead for glands

33 Terminal for Signals

35 36 Beer for glands

37 38 Beer for signals

39 Bump for Signals

40 41 Signal play

42 Signal Pattern

51 Pin for Signals

52 Pin for Glands

61 Pin for Signals
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EfgSft* Ffflb'T 2 6 (i, »f3e&*3&*^> F

7U->1 7i«M«|{cSa*Sn*ift«:. TfBflStiS

CI l©Wffil 1 b*Tf|*aStiTI,»S. C©T«SP
(c»^7> 7*SES3nT^S. C©^7
> Fffl^>^2 7 B. SiTfBL//c«jHfflA>^2 3 iR«
K. m«*BBsK-^*y9>Ffli^r2 6©T«BI5K:

[0 04 3] ±gB©^5>F/f*->2 8B7-r+l 9

> F^sMtt?- 1 4 ctct k> mmft* w'\2 icmmz n
t05^7>K/f 9 F«S«1 l©Wffll 1 btC?|#Hi

T 2 5 ©EttttBtt. ^12 tifc

^

7> F^ 7 F©fiatK*fJtL/?tfflatCiBRSn*C 1

1

4/^> F7'L-->1 7*Rt*SC4K«t»)T»
{CfBS$n.5d!r'5> Ffflt72 6 ©gBRfita«ff^tClS
StSCi^-rt^.. :*H*60J{C*Jl,»T«:. I2Km3

J; 5 cc > Fffl trr 2 6 ©IBf&ftgBnasyi ft
2 2*«DBtfJ:5KHK{&a*s»e3*H»-5.
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[0 044] $ fc. m^m 0 - F 1 5 «09*.tf42aTloy

($£ - i 5, JW££> 3£© 'J - F*flsKc «fc 0 ?&Ji£ $ tlX

fettttKl l©±lfK:i»8ftTt»*. BP^. flTOiy
— F 1 5 tt. «rei/fc*SU8&Ktt?- 1 3 3*0^5 > F

fflSSWS*14*J9l*tHShi»«-l KDfflBl lbi
attSiTr*S«El KDJdBfl 1 afClHSSnfcltJS

£<*nru5„ c<zKB#ffiy-F 1 5'tt, *©•<>?•-

•J - FWfrWMR 1 1 ©±ffi 1 1 a tc»fi!E 3 *iT !,»

y - F*£BWK 1 1 «t o^fcga sxt 3nt io

tt. 0 5r*®*»Bftgft«fi£it-^>/c*«:

[0045] a HI «¥«#§Sg 1 0 £51§IS1£2 9

3nr *i <3 . me bfc*wi&i»ft?- i 3 , ^>
FA«m?.i 4, acfftMUBy- f i Bit, afts-r*

)3rS©£/* u> FigiK^nS.
[ 0 0 4 6 ] C C-e. ±sE»J&i SftfcttWftSMMh?- 20

13. £*7 > Fft&WS?- 1 4 , KiyflNWB y- F 1 5

[0 047] ±iabfci 5 (C, .1 3SJ>'

'f^l'FmmMmTl 4«. #f7 2 1 , 2 2. 2 5.

2 8*^-1/ -CJE* 1 l*»ai»TWffil 1 bK5l*fflS

5 \xmmmmm%FF i a rcf*^ > fNommr- 1 4#

1 attI2S:3*vrt,>5.

[0 048] i-^t, ^Ut^K^-S,^iftigS lOt 30

». s« 1 1 rtec*j(,>r«awsjsawKf - 1 3 tmnm y

-F 1 5£**mi/rl»Snfc«JSifcoTt>S. c

ftCC «fc t) . W^NtK? 1 3 T$6£f£«*S>
<t y - f i 5 tc^si, . m-^m y - f i 5 ^stis

[0 049]Sfc, ±i3©J:0 {c*S6»««:ff**»»
££g 1 0 -CIS. miUfBS^iffiR1 1 3 tt2^ > FJg&fttt

?i4Ki^n?cMi3ntu2.. if^y^mmm
*?• 14iZtm2tiX^Ztc#>*s-)l> F»**WT4. 40

f£oT. ^-^F»**«rsy5>FfflSil*f-14
(C =fc 5WR^MKH?- 1 3 12R 0 H £ n/c»fiTC* Z> tc

ft. lOTSi^l 3T^4t511/'^X*ii'7>
FJBSHW!-?- 1 4 ©le^feg-t 9 ^SPKit^T3 ciB
&<. cntci-^rfefi^ffiy- f i 5tc«izsuw;«>s

»A (Sfi) TS©4l*.lI:T5C£#T?£?>.
[0 05 0 ] Etc. ttfflUg&ttift? 1 > FM
i»14i, <t#«y-F l 5 £=£r?}|tL-CI3l£L

tcC ifc J: 9 . 1 1 ©±SD 1 1 a (Ctt{f#ffl 'J - F

1 5 ©^lElgSft^C S^-pT. iSl 1© 50

1SWSF8-8 3 5 5

8

-F15©HK*~«-;*jMK<&I). f^$->18
rcwmbu- f i 5©Bai*i£< btcm&Mz* mm
SSStffitfTS C L *s-c& , 1 0 ©fttlfttt

*iaj±S-tt4Ci*JT#*. 18K.
y - F 1 5 ©M«£S£*i:IUttl£ UfcflteCC

«. s« 1 1 ©/j^ft=&s* c tim&t tt. <o .

mS 1 0 ©/J^k%H4 CiOTtti,
[0 0 5 1 ] #jfcW©#2SaW*JCOl»"att!l!

T*. H3li*»!l©!lt-2SS»«-r*S^NMtt6«3 0

^ft^S3 0. R^2^86W©I»I§«(CK^MHJT

•e©iftBj^«B§-r^ 0

[oo 5 21 m2mmmicmz¥m®&ai3 o«. s«
1 1 <D±m 1 1 a ic&mmwm y - f 3 1 rd:^-5> f

rnistk y - f 3 2 =&ieg:-rs tstc. 3 3

SSI 1©WE1 1 bK?|fftB§tx2,±5«gSL/fcC<!:

s#»£-r5fc©-c*s.
[0053] mmmmmv-F3 \m^if^>Ymmm
y - F 3 2 «^?L«42anoyC0c - - » -^^^fe) ^© V

-FtmtcJ:D0fiS5Snr*J»3a«l l©±Mtc|2ISS
nrt»*. c©«B^sa*y- F3 im^5> fs«
R>;-F32». e©T'?i'-y-F»»36J«Rl l«fc

[0 054] Sfc. «H«a(«y-F3 ltt, *«1 1

©±®1 1 aK^$ntl^S?!S^,$->3 4£mM

9 £/CLT ©W*U-? 9 F 4SalStir

[0 05 5] Sfc. ^>Fffl««fcy-F3 2tt. ^5
> F^*->4 3. ^7>Fit73 5^Lt^7>
F^U-> 1 7 i«^«JK^It§nr*J«). C©^7>
F^U-> 1 7»^-5> FffltTT3 6, V J •* 1 9

ut^7>F^-; Ftg^snrus.
[0 05 6] —^f. fl#fflST3 3 ttfi-^ffltrr 3 7 .

3 8. i-f»f>/3 9. R0t<l-^-^'b->4 0, 4 1

«PtCJ:»J«BfcSnrir>S. f-§ffit*73 7, 3 8 W. S
m licmmztitcfucmz.imwzimuxmmz*

[0 0 5 7] ±3RKiBS3tlSfi#fflt:r 3 7©±^§P
t*. S«l l©±ffil 1 a(tJ&a3ftfc{B-5tA*->4

2 i SiK S titfe 0 . S /c-€-©T^«{l#7'U->4 0

s;utt^7,u->4 1 twsmicmmzftxi,** m
•Ctt. fi-^-7"P->4 1 tWmZtLtcVmttrnZtlX^
2>) . TSWCg2IS:3ft2>m#Jlt'T3 8«, ±S
gp*s^#^u->4 o^ms{g#^u->4 i tmrnsa

icmmztizt&ic. rmmmfci i©wsi its
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[0 05 8] _hBB©ffi-JtrC*->4 2tt'7-f+ l 9K<£:

±BI»tftgTS[i#Mt*T3 7©iBt§:{4g

tt. yV\2 tcBf&Z tltcGW v KOfiSK 10

40. 4 ltRtt&C&KJ^TVKBRdti&ireJB
b*T 3 8 ©ERfiBKttffiRCCWe-J- <£

or. «<KDfll^KD«*Wft>tl*«#ffltr38©B

[0059] ±iB«fSt 2titcm2mtemic&?>¥m#
mm.3 0 (cfct,»r <§> . -gagra&ss y - F 3 1 sj>-^5

>

Ffflfia* y - P 3 2 tm-%ffl$tfr3 3 £*5*« 1 1 ©ft

mmm v - p 3 1 -c&^-r sit?®> w 3

[0 0 6 0] £23gMtCfl&¥*tt3X3 0-?

tt. SfRl 1©±W1 1 ztcmgiStl1tWBWtt->-3
4if^U->4 0, 4 l©i2IS:{tiBi©iai«:^-5>

P7"u-> 1 7«S»Stir^*fcaE>2/-ji/ F55&**?!

r-s. fi^-c, ^-;up^>ir*-r-ay^> p^u->
1 7(C«fcOm?S^^^->34<i:{t#7

,U->40, 4 1 30

r-5>^as^-cx*i{t#'7
, ix->4 o. 4i(c®A-r£t

(11) rs©*i»±-i-se 4.

[0 06 1 ] ik, ^swjgMy - F 3 1 RV#z>> p

fflSM 'J - P 3 2 £ <t#fflSS^33i 1 1 ©»&

tmmicmmmm& y - p 3 1 acf*5 > fa&k y -
P 3 2 ©IBf&firg; 3 3 QER&Wc&fgtf
c^. cncceHur^ftt^B3 0©«M#fS©ini± 40

[0 06 2] H4 tt*|6^©^3iafi^r* £¥W*St

[0063] «riBL/fc» 1 mfeMimzmm-mim. 1

0

-C«. ttttfflSttO? 1 3Mi^5> Pffi&Mtttf-l 4

£H3>ss« 2 9 ttjfjj&3 n/c^- 9 p i rnrnffjK&gs-r 5

7" 2 7*JH,»fcW*S*l/fc.

[0 06 4] cn«:#u «3%iitntcffi«^v#Ka
5 0t«, «^fflA>7'2 3S^^7> 7 50

#ga¥8-8 3 55
10

fcttitr. miEU8b->5 l&£)^-7> Pffif>5 2£1S:

ct, saswjt&jfr? 1 3 tslvi?? > pffljt^a? 1 4 *
2 9 K»flE3 titui v p tmsiwtcss^-r

fixw^ct /<>7^©^ * w x#$ >«3»tc 3 t»

©•?«&<> «^©«3t*®ffl-r^ci*i-ct 4. *
fc. -kiB©tfc 5 K££«ttSES5 0 ^m^ffl tT> 5 1 Rtf
^5> FJ8f>5 2£ffll,>fc. ^t>»9)€.PGA([>in Cri

d Array)* ^ fc. e#CC*hTS«ilB^ ^ X

i xmhmrcw 2*ss^i mmtctmrz> c £#-c#

[ o o 6 5 ] ia 5 ttxmivmi^mvibh^mtm
g5 O^mlTUS.
[0 0 6 6] tffiL/^29Gtt9tecff«^£#tt«aiE3 0

wt. m*mm*3 3 *n§i*«2 9 K^sssnfc/f v

Pi««WK:iSlftr4fc«>©#Si L.Tflr#«/t>^3

¥«i*^g6 0-c«. M-^ffln>y3 9(c^-c{f^
f>6 i*»»fe«jairsci*»«i-s-*fe©r*
4. jja»jaisnfc»4Wi«K:«*if£»«aai6o
C4>. UIBUfc-S^^K^S^fl^ai 0, 3 0,

5 0 £l5)«tcffi^K:^-r4®Sy ^XWSAP^. ttft

[006 7] 06 «*^BJ©^ 5 HifefHf*S^Wt^
f70%^l/tfe»), $/cH7 tt*^©^ 6Wm-Z

[0068] wrtBUfc* 1 mmmicmzmwwmm: 1 0

t?tt«#ffl y - p 1 5 1 4i/iffi#G> y- p

c » . *fc^2 *sswi«:^4*«^g 3 0 -c«mas
ffl^iK y - p 3 1 sy^7 > p^sem y - p 3 2 £ L/T

[0069] cntcs* 0. msmmmic&z^mtmm.
7 0 -c>wmcom^m y - p 1 5 tcfti

r. t,*»4j y - pjBKoflMA y - p 7 1 zmitc

**»^a 8 0 t*B, ^-i? a > iww<Dmw.mmm y

-F3 iacfy5>p«««y- F3 2tcftitr. jy
- p^osamR y - p 8 1 syy? > fmw/t v

- F8 2*»»3tci*«fkir-54©r**.
[0 0 7 0 ] _LiB©«fc 5 F7 l. 81, 8 2 5:

J U-F»tt£f SCifc«fc«). **tt««7 0. 8 0

©/^s>*--^jg«QF J CQLiad Rat J-Leaded Packaq

m5R^6HSS^«:<14^#^g7 0, 8 0T
«> y-F7 1. 8 1, 8 2*JJI«1 1 JrOi^fcfaW

06«SF!l(C^4*«<*igg7 0. 8 0tt. miZLtcm
i7bmm4$mmici$i,>xv- f 1 5, 31. 32**^
Si i^e>iffiiri,ifc^c»^ftii7 0, so©
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z?m2mmm<D®!%kziimvz %ct suffer& 5 „

[007 HS8 itt&mom 7 mmrnvb z^mftm

$>&mm#gmi 0 OSrTjsbT^S.

[ 0 0 7 2 ] ^ 7mmm^^mwrnm 9 0 ttriB

LfcJMil^WC&£*2lftiSg6 0 CC*5^T^«ft^
vzfl 2£®K1 1©#®1 1 aKSS^LfcCi^m
i-r-s&cD-c&t). i&8fi;fcmc#s*5£&iisi 0 0 10

mfc* v?'i2 *msL 1 1 ©w® 1 1 a tcsesL-fcc t

£3#m<!:-f »teM9 1, 10

[0 07 3] Si7*&feMRtfSlt8^WK#S*iS#2£
B9 0 , 1 0 0 -Ctt, «t5 1 1 ©±ffi 1 1 a K)£l,>®«

£5t«-r&C£#r C©_L®1 1 a&CH$!A

*->92, 1 0 2S^7>F^->9 3, 103
SrietSt-£Ci:K:<t»K ->©«mfiWKa'£^:* 20

<&MTZCtWV%> ®c¥*Sffc*lg9 0. 1 0 0©

JUS#JK:<&£¥2*ft3lg9 0. 1 0 0 K*J(,>Tfe, frlH

[0074]

©*&**3t*S.
[0 075] W;J9I 1 ©^HJ(C Jjtitf. ttMBRMi?-

> Kffl^tJfg^iM-f-fflSSKJS^ i &*TO 3* 30

[0076] *fc. wsmims&TBLVif? > Kfflem

h c <h#-cs . «fcoT^#ii»©s»#tt*fc± 3 -a-

[ 0 0 7 7 ] *fc. M38S2£t>ttllt33S5 ©369IK: «fc 40

sub*i fl#flBsajw^t * < stra 3 -a- s c ta-c

[oo78]$t i«*Ji3©^Hj(Ccfcn«.

[ 0 0 7 9 ] HOC , StJjaS 4 Scl^itm^m 6 ©%BJ{c «fc 50

<ftm¥-8 -8 3 5 5

12

[si] #$bi©» 1 9mm-c*>z>¥m&£mz7K?m

[0 2 ] #IH8©JII 1 3«t«r*4¥*««««r5«-fi
M0
[03] xmi(om2m&Mr?&zmm&m;R*7mrm

[04] *^HJ©^ 3 seswr****ft«t«*a«-Br
®0-e&&,,

[0 5] *IWO»4S!E»Wr*i**«R«*^-r»r

[0 6] *|^0»53W«r*4*JW*««*wr»r
®0-C&£„
[07] *^©»6ias^ir*s^^S4m-r»f
®0-C$)-So

[0 8] *^o»7^«r*«2iaw«iE«*5%rK

[09 ] *m}<Dm8mzwv&z¥m#m&Z7jk-t8i

[010] es*©^^a©-w*^-rm«0-c&

[011] v&&<D¥-m&gim<D-m%7jk-rmwm~e&

1 0. 3 0, 5 0, 6 0, 7 0, 80,

s
1

1

1 1 a

1 1 b

1 2

1 3

1 4

1 5, 7 1 U -

K

1 6

1 7

1 8

2 0

3 1, 2 2 *i«fflhrT

2 3

2 4, 9 2, 1 0 2 «iH^*->
2 5, 2 6 Pzr^FmVT
2 7

2 8, 9 3, 1 0 3 F^^->
2 9

3 1 , 8i i«iy-F
3 2, 8 2 Fffl««y- F
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